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FOREWORD

In all units there exists a certain quality not recorded in the official documents. This
intangible but vitally important characteristic is often called "squadron personality," and
can differentiate between a merely good squadron and an outstanding one.
The 17th Tactical Airlift Squadron's "personality," which manifests itself daily in the
form of safe and professional mission accomplishment, is a function of many definable
and indefinable factors. Most importantly, the Firebird "personality" clearly reflects the
collective consciousness of all personnel, yet transcends the coming and going of any
single member or group. As in the most successful team efforts, the whole is much
greater than the sum of the parts.
There is a strong sense of teamwork among the Firebirds, reinforced by fierce pride
in their mission and unexcelled professionalism in its accomplishment. This allimportant quality stems in part from the unique nature of the Alaskan mission and the
unending challenge of the Arctic, where extraordinary effort is a way of life.
The tangible manifestation of the Firebird "personality" is not merely a "can-do"
attitude but a "we-will-do-best" conviction. Consider the remarks of one newlyassigned veteran loadmaster after his first Firebird mission:
"The entire crew pitched in -- we all shivered in
the 30-below-zero temperature, drank black coffee as
hot as we could stand it, ate cold chicken, and got
the job done......I've never seen anything like it
before;"
Partly by chance but primarily by design, all the elements which best
exemplify the ideals of the Military Airlift Command -- unsurpassed

standards of performance, unquestioned integrity, unflagging dedication,
and ironclad unity of purpose -- are reflected by the aircrews of the 17th
Tactical Airlift Squadron.
It is my privilege and honor to present the people of the 17th Tactical
Airlift Squadron -- the Firebirds -- and their story.

ROBERT T. SHELLENBERGER JR., Lt Colonel, USAF
Commander

INTRODUCTION

During 1976, Military Airlift Command (MAC) operations in the Alaskan theater
expanded greatly and assumed new importance. At the heart of this expansion was
MAC'S only active duty Arctic airlift unit — the 17th Tactical Airlift Squadron (TAS).
Since the unit first undertook the resupply of remote outposts on the Greenland Ice Cap
more than fifteen years ago, the Firebirds have built a solid foundation of professional
accomplishments and unquestioned expertise in Arctic operations. Over the years, the
unit's official mission has changed somewhat, but the core of its existence remains the
ability to operate efficiently, effectively, and reliably in the most extreme winter conditions
on earth. Since the squadron's incorporation into MAC in 1975, the 17th has developed
into the mainstay of all airlift operations in the Alaskan theater, and has proudly carried
the MAC standard into more than a hundred locations in Alaska and the Canadian
Arctic.
The Firebirds are not content, however, to rest upon their unique mission as cause
for recognition. Despite the singular demands of its mission, the squadron has excelled
in those aspects of operation required of all MAC airlift units. Within a two-month period,
the unit successfully completed its first-ever MAC inspections, including a "new-look"
ASET and an ORI. The unit diligently applied the MAC aircrew concept and compiled
an enviable scheduling reliability rate, despite the difficulties imposed by many special
mission and complex theater checkout requirements. Perhaps most important, the
Firebirds built an unimpeachable record of mission accomplishment, safely and reliably
moving more cargo with only ten C-130's and fifteen aircrews than did most other fully
equipped MAC tactical airlift

units.
This report will detail the Firebirds' accomplishments during the past
year, as well as outline the extreme conditions and operational limitations
under which those accomplishments were made. Although a relative newcomer
to Military Airlift Command, the 17th Tactical Airlift Squadron has
undeniably demonstrated the dedicated professionalism and seasoned expertise that have traditionally marked MAC'S most outstanding airlift units.

HISTORY

The present Firebirds can trace their lineage to the dark days prior to Pearl Harbor,
when our nation was involved in a feverish military build-up to counter the increasing
certainty of foreign aggression. Constituted on 20 November 1940, the 17th Transport
Squadron was first activated on 11 December of the same year at McClellan Field,
California.
During World War II, the 17th Transport Squadron, redesignated the 17th Troop Carrier
Squadron on 4 July 1942, moved its operations and C-47 aircraft from McClellan
to home stations at 15
different locations in
the Mediterranean and
China-Burma-India
theaters. The 17th
participated in
airborne assaults and
provided aerial
transportation during
Douglas C-47 Skytrain (military transport version of the DC-3),
the first aircraft flown by the 17th. DATA – hp/eng: 1,200; cruising
speed: 185 mph; max gross weight: 31,000 lbs; range: 1,500
miles.

campaigns in AlgeriaFrench Morocco,

Tunisia, Sicily, Naples-Foggia, Rome-Arno, Southern France, North Apennines,
Po Valley, and India-Burma. With cessation of hostilities in Europe, the 17th was
deactivated on 31 July 1945.
After a brief period of unmanned activation during 1947-48, the newly-designated
17th Troop Carrier Squadron (Medium) was activated on 14 July 1952

The Fair-child C-82 and improved version, the C-119 (pictured above
during Arctic operations) "Flying Boxcar". DATA- (C-82/C-119) hp/eng:
2,100/3,500; cruising speed: 165/195 mph; max gross weight: 54.000/
74,000 Ibs; range: 1,500/1,770 miles.

at Donaldson AFB, South Carolina. Initially flying the C-82 — the original
Flying Boxcar -- the squadron received the improved and more familiar
version of the Flying Boxcar, the C-119, in 1953. The venerable C-119
admirably served the unit until its next deactivation on 21 July 1954.
The 17th's present -- and longest — period of active service began
as a result of increasing Cold War tensions during the late 1950s. With
the construction of Distant Early Warning (DEW Line) radar stations on the
Greenland Ice Cap, a means of continuing resupply to these totally isolated
outposts became essential. On 24 October 1960, the 17th was activated at
Dyess AFB, Texas, and formally organized on 8 February 1961. Outfitted
with the newly-developed ski-equipped C-130D Hercules, the largest airplane
ever to be so equipped for normal operations, the Firebirds entered their

most colorful period. Regularly servicing the remote outposts on the Ice Cap, the 17th
began an almost legendary association with the Arctic that has continued to this
day. Within a year,
the squadron had
earned its proud
Firebird title as a
result of countless
rocket-assisted ski
takeoffs on the
9,000 ft. crest of
the Greenland Ice
Cap. On 15 June

Lockheed C-130D (ski-model)Hercules. DATA- hp/
eng: 3,755; cruising speed:320 mph; max gross
weight: 124,000 Ibs; range:2,000 miles.

1964, the squadron moved from Dyess to its present home, Elmendorf AFB,
Alaska. From Elmendorf, the Firebirds continued to add to their impressive
accomplishments as the only airlift squadron of the Alaskan Air Command,
while still maintaining their mission in Greenland. In 1966 and 1967, 17th
aircrews participated in the massive buildup in South Vietnam, earning two
Outstanding Unit Awards for their record-setting efforts during the Vietnam
Air and Vietnam Air Offensive Campaigns.
On 8 September 1967, the Firebirds were redesignated the 17th Tactical
Airlift Squadron, with no change of mission. From 9 July 1969 through
30 June 1975, the squadron maintained a detachment at Sondrestrom AB,
Greenland, in conjunction with its airlift support on the Ice Cap for Air
Force radar stations and for many scientific studies of the Arctic.

An unusual episode in the squadron's history began on 1 December 1969,
when the unit acquired two C-124 Globemasters to augment its C-130 force,
and to provide outsize cargo support to otherwise unserviceable remote
Alaskan radar sites. The Firebirds inscribed a memorable chapter in
Alaskan aviation annals with their adopted airplanes, safely operating the
reciprocating giants into breathtakingly short runways with all manner of
cargo. The 17th flew the obsolete but reliable Old Shakeys until 1 October
1971, at which time the venerable machines were transferred to the 5041st
Tactical Operations Squadron.

Douglas C-124 Globemaster. DATA- hp/eng: 3,800; cruising speed: 235
mph; max gross weight: 185,000 Ibs; range: 2,150 miles
Joining the Military Airlift Command on 31 March 1975, the 17th converted
to conventional C-130Es during the next six months, having been the last
active-duty MAC airlift unit to fly the C-130A/D/D-6 series aircraft.
During its very productive association with MAC, the 17th has continued to
uphold and enhance its proud reputation as the unquestioned master of Arctic

airlift and airdrop operations.
In the 17th, MAC acquired a thoroughly professional and mission-oriented
unit, as witnessed by the squadron's eleven Air Force Outstanding Unit Awards,
five Air Force Flying Safety Awards, a Distinguished Unit Citation, and
eleven campaign streamers. Additionally, the Firebirds have four times
earned the prestigious Bob Reeve Award for outstanding contributions to
aviation in Alaska. The present Firebirds are very much aware of their outstanding heritage, and are equally as certain that their service with the
Military Airlift Command will add another bright chapter to their story.

OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
Any evaluation of the 17th
Tactical Airlift Squadron must
consider the nature of the unit
and its operations, which differ
significantly from those of
other MAC line organizations.
As the only active duty airlift
force in Alaska, the squadron
must provide airlift support for
an entire theater -- an area of
over half a million square miles-with only ten airplanes and fifteen aircrews. This airlift
requirement is of such proportions
that the vast majority of 17th TAS
missions are directed airlift or
channel missions.
Unlike other tactical airlift units,
which perform actual airlift functions
mainly during a few months' rotation
each year, the 17th must provide
airlift to Alaskan Air Command seven
days a week, 52 weeks a year.

Other tactical airlift units spend most of the year accomplishing tactical training and maintaining
their airdrop proficiency; the 17th must maintain its airdrop capability with a limited number of
unilateral training missions and joint exercises. Unlike strategic airlift units, which operate mainly
along established routes and into larger airports, and which are rarely without support facilities,
the Firebirds must be capable of operating into any of more than a hundred different airfields in
Alaska, the vast majority of which are unimproved and utterly devoid of support.
In 1976 alone, the 17th operated into 63 different locations in Alaska and the Canadian
Arctic: 33 of these were unpaved; 28 were less than 5,000 feet in length, and 53 could provide
no more support than a fire guard and a forklift. Also, unlike most strategic airlift, the Firebirds
normally operate into fields
where cargo-handling
equipment is minimal at best,
and is often nonexistent. As a
result, 17th TAS loadmasters
have become masters at
safely handling unusual loads
in unusual situations.

Cape Newenham AFS. The ramp has a 7.9% slope.

Although the 17th operates primarily in Alaska, the actual scope
of operations within the theater is extremely broad. The mainstay of
the unit's mission is direct support of Alaskan Air Command, and more
specifically, of the 13 AAC remote radar sites scattered around the
state's periphery and interior. These stations are each manned by
approximately 100 men, and are almost totally dependent on resupply by
air. Some sites can receive bulk items by barge during the short
shipping season, and some sites are occasionally served by contract
airlift, but the lion's share of all cargo to these isolated outposts
is carried by the 17th. Almost all passenger traffic to and from the
sites is handled by the squadron, with the Firebirds visiting each
station at least once a week. Often, weather and cargo backlogs dictate two or more missions per week to some locations; in special
instances, as many as a half-dozen sorties per day have been flown to
specific sites.
The runways serving the remote sites vary from good to submarginal.
Galena and King Salmon, for example, have long, hard-surface runways
with complete approach facilities and Air Base Squadrons. Kotzebue and
Cold Bay are served by modern State-owned airports with Flight Service
Stations and all-weather approach capability. At the opposite end of
the spectrum are seven marginal and submarginal fields, each with its
own unique set of hazards and operational dangers. These latter seven
strips, which are also serviced at least weekly by the 17th, are
probably the most hazardous and challenging into which Air Force aircraft presently operate. Even in favorable weather, these fields require
a high degree of pilot skill and judgment to accomplish approaches and

landings at runways where "Successful Go-Around Improbable" looms large
on the approach plate. In
marginal weather and severe
Arctic conditions, these fields
demand no less than perfection.
Additional problems arise at
remote airfields during the winter months, when the sun may
be above the horizon for no
more than a few hours, if at all.
The useable operational
“window” at most of the
sites, which are limited to
daylight-only use, is so
narrow that ontime arrivals,
expeditious offloading, and
prompt departures are

A Firebird C-130E landing at Sparrevohn AFS. Final
approach must be made over the ridge in the
background, the crest of which is 1 ¼ mile from
touchdown. Once past the ridge, a successful goaround is not possible.

mandatory for safe operation. Firebird aircrews take great pride in their ability to safely
and consistently operate into these airfields, thus maintaining the vital supply links to the
hundreds of men at the remote sites. This pride is tempered with considerable respect
for the dangers involved, however, as is attested by the 17th's perfect 12-year
flying safety record in the Alaskan Theater.

Tin City AFS is less than 40 miles from the Soviet Union, and
requires exacting navigational accuracy for safe operations.
The cliff in the foreground drops 200 feet to the Bering Sea.
Also in support of Alaskan Air Command, the 17th is often called upon to provide
deployment capability for various organizations during exercises, such as for AAC's 43rd
Tactical Fighter Squadron during its frequent NORAD maneuvers. Other AAC missions
include special airlift to such locations as the Trans-Alaska Pipeline terminal of Prudhoe
Bay and Valdez, and frequent electronic evaluation missions for the NORAD radar
network. As the prime airlift unit within Alaska, the Firebirds are often called on for
Distinguished Visitor support. During 1976, the squadron provided reliable, courteous
service to such notable figures as United States Senator Gravel

of Alaska and four of his colleagues on the Senate Natural Resources
Subcommittee; His Eminence Terence Cardinal Cooke, Archbishop of New
York; Lt. Gen. Boswell, Commander of AAC; Lt Gen Hill, former Commander
of AAC; Maj. Gen. Thompson, USAF Chief of Civil Engineering Services;
and CMSgt Barnes, Chief Master Sergeant of the Air Force. Numerous
other missions were flown in support of USO shows, various bands
(including the Air Force Band), the Thunderbirds, and other morale
and welfare activities. The squadron also has a backup search-andrescue mission, and was credited with three official saves during the
past year. In conjunction with its SAR commitment, the Firebirds flew
frequent medical evacuation missions from all corners of the state,
carrying patients with problems ranging from frostbite to broken limbs
to seizures and suspected heart attacks. These medevac missions are
particularly important in Alaska, where small settlements are often
separated by hundreds of miles from the nearest major medical facility,
and air transportation is the only workable means of long-range travel
for an area comprising fully one-fifth of the territory of the United
States.
A considerable portion of the 17th's time is spent supporting the
US Army, Alaska; squadron aircrews are totally familiar with the unique
requirements of the Army's crack Arctic troopers. Army training exercises
involved dozens of airland missions during 1976, taking 17th crews into
more than 30 locations, including such obscure places as Dutch Harbor,
Nome, St. Lawrence Island, Talkeetna, Haines, and even into Canada, to
Edmonton, Alberta, and Victoria, British Columbia. These airland missions
involved thousands of troops and a staggering array of equipment, much of

it unique to arctic operations and requiring special handling. In conjunction with several Army
maneuvers, the 17th flew several sorties in support of the Eskimo Scouts, a National Guard
unit comprised of Alaska native personnel, the only organization of its kind in the country.
Army airdrop missions
provided Firebird aircrews
with numerous opportunities
to demonstrate their expertise
in arctic tactical operations. Drops
were made in almost every region of
the state, and included unfamiliar
routes and drop zones. Many drops
involved arctic troopers in full winter
gear, along with their support
equipment. The fully-equipped artic
paratrooper carries almost 150
pounds of equipment and clothing,
and requires pinpoint accuracy during
airdrops due to his very limited
maneuverability. Support gear is
often carried in ahkios, eight-foot
fiberglass sleds.

Arctic paratroopers of the US Army, Alaska's 172nd
Brigade make a jump onto the ice floes of the Arctic
Ocean 75 miles north of Point Barrow during
Operation Polar Cap.

which must be dropped using container-delivery techniques with extreme precision to
prevent separation from the troopers. In both winter and summer drops, 17th aircrews
demonstrated their complete mastery of the demanding requirements of the US Army,
Alaska.
Whether airdrop or airland, 17th TAS operations in the Alaskan Theater require yearround flying in one of the most variable climates on earth. Alaska, stretching across four time
zones and reaching from the rain forests of the Inside Passage to the harsh arctic desert of
the North Slope, is so large and diverse that crews may traverse several completely different
climatological regions on a single sortie. Understanding of each region and its associated
weather phenomena is absolutely necessary for safe mission accomplishment. Both heat
and cold are felt in full measure, and Firebird aircrews must be as proficient at hot-weather

Tatalina AFS. The runway is only 3,800 feet long, with no overruns
and sharp dropoffs at each end. There is no published instrument
approach.

procedures as in sub-zero operations. Alaska's brief but intense summer brings
temperatures of up to 100°F in the vast Yukon Valley, and gravel runways produce
blinding clouds of thick dust. The Alaskan interior also generates daily thunderstorms -some of which can be severe – from June through August, and crews must be
constantly alert even above the Arctic Circle. This same region, during the winter,
becomes one of the coldest places in North America, where temperatures can hover for
weeks at minus 50°F or lower. Such extreme cold causes rubber, plastic, and

Minus 58°F at Fort Yukon in February. Mission accomplishment in
such extreme conditions requires a total crew effort -- even the
slightest oversight can cause personal injury or damage to the
aircraft.

even metal to become brittle, and the highest degree of aircrew skill and
care is necessary to keep airplanes operating safely. Crews face the

additional possibility of severe personal injury from frostbite and hypothermia,
and even a momentary lapse of attention can become a matter of personal survival.
Fall and spring, far from being seasons of beauty, bring a series
of vicious storms to coastal areas and the southern part of the state.
These storms interact with the extremely mountainous-terrain of southcentral Alaska to regularly produce mountain wave conditions, heavy
icing, minimal visibility, turbulence at all altitudes, treacherous
wind shears, and barometric pressures below 29.00" Hg. Aircrews must
constantly recheck weather to keep abreast of rapidly changing conditions
which can easily close an airport within a quarter-hour. During these
periods normal approaches to airfields in the southern part of Alaska,
including Elmendorf, can become exercises in skill, patience, and
superlative airmanship.
17th crews also frequent the Aleutian Island chain, which is
infamous for some of the world's worst flying weather. Operations into
Adak and Shemya must contend year-round with low ceilings, high winds,
and quickly changing conditions. Distances are so great -- over a thousand
miles from Elmendorf to Shemya -- and the weather is so unpredictable that
Firebird aircrews must be well-versed in fuel planning and management.
Flying into the AAC remote sites can involve localized and totally
unforeseen weather phenomena. Many of the sites are located on or near
mountains, and winds from almost any direction will cause turbulence
which can be severe. Low visibility, low ceilings, and treacherous wind
currents can combine with precipitous terrain, minimal approach aids, and
short, unimproved runways to transform remote airfield operations into

Sparrevohn AFS, about to begin the steep descent to the runway. The
upper part of the runway has a 10% gradient, and the parking area has
been carved from the side of the mountain. The 17th TAS regularly
operates into four other airfields similar to Sparrevohn -- one way in, one
way out, and absolutely no margin for error.
harrowing ordeals in any season. Firebird aircrews are thoroughly familiar with the
hazards at each site, and conduct all such operations with safety as the foremost
consideration.
Winter in Alaska exposes 17th crews to another major hazard -- slippery runways.
For more than half the year, dry runways are seldom seen by the Firebirds, and an RCR
of more than 12 is considered a luxury. Ramps and taxiways at all fields are often
extremely slick, with RCRs rarely more than 05, and simply taxiing an airplane as large
as the C-130 requires the utmost patience and caution. At some remote runways, low
RCRs are often combined with high winds and very steep gradients. Squadron

crews must regularly contend with runway slopes of up to twelve percent and with ramp
gradients of almost eight percent; aircraft control in such situations becomes a paramount
concern even in the chocks. While on the ground, crews must often exercise vigilance for
inexperienced ground equipment operators, who

have sometimes proven themselves

unable to safely handle their machines under adverse conditions. Again, each airfield has
its own set of problems, ever changing due to personnel rotation, and crews must constantly
adjust their techniques to assure safe operations.
Firebird crews also had an opportunity during January to operate in a totally unique
environment. Late in the month, St. Augustine Volcano, 175 miles southwest of Elmendorf,
was wracked by a series of violent eruptions which hurled ash and steam more than ten
miles into the atmosphere. Some areas of southern Alaska near the volcano were buried in
as much as two feet of fine, powdery ash. Almost all flying operations within a hundred
miles of the mountain were forced to halt because of the possibility of severe engine
damage from ingested ash. Several days later, prevailing winds covered the Elmendorf area
with up to a half inch of this extremely abrasive dust. 17th aircrews, however, adjusted
techniques and exercised superior judgment to continue operations even during the worst of
the unusual conditions, safely maintaining the lifeline of survival to the remote sites.
Safe operation in the face of the challenges that only Alaska can present serves to reemphasize the dedication and professionalism of the Firebirds. Every man in the squadron
is aware that his contribution is necessary to accomplish the unit's important mission, and
most importantly, that the backbone of this mission is service to the user -- moving cargo

of all shapes and sizes, in all
extremes of weather, to any
location in -- or out – of Alaska.
The 17th is so proficient at
moving cargo that its tonnage
totals exceeded those of almost
all other tactical airlift units and
compared favorably with even C141 and C-5 squadrons. This
massive amount of cargo was,
moreover, moved by the smallest
active-duty airlift squadron in
MAC, under the most extreme
conditions, and into locations
more suited to combat operations than peacetime airlift.
Delivering this cargo
presented a never-ending
challenge to the unit's loadmasters. Only a few locations
in Alaska have equipment more
sophisticated than 10K forklifts,
and many locations into which the
squadron operated had no cargohandling equipment at all.

Sgts. Tom Freeman and Larry Lange offload a
36,500-pound bulldozer at Shemya AFB. One of
the heaviest single pieces of equipment ever
airlifted by a C-130, this machine could not be
carried on a C-141 because of treadway
limitations,

The nature of the loads often prevented the use of even the limited equipment available, as did
the 17,000-pound drilling rig which required several hours to offload at each of the sites to
which it was carried. Married pallets inspired some of the squadron's finest operations, a prime
example being a three-pallet train of steel pipe, which was safely combat-offloaded at a DEWline site in less than 30 minutes. In some cases, loadmasters were required to personally
accomplish all load planning at infrequently serviced locations, to include actually building
pallets in order to accomplish the mission within crew duty day. Many missions required
complete reconfiguration of the airplane while enroute, and rapid changes from an all-cargo
load to an all-passenger load were not uncommon. All in all, the Firebirds have set a superb
example for other airlift units in cargo-handling – the area for which the Military Airlift Command
has earned much of its excellent reputation.

The Firebirds: ten airplanes and fifteen aircrews – airlifters for an entire theater.

In accomplishing its mission, the 17th operated under a number of handicaps which
might well have overtaxed less-professional units. With only ten aircraft and fifteen
aircrews, and limited to 100% manning because of its overseas location, the squadron
normally flew five to six crews per day, a situation which approached surge conditions
even in the best circumstances. In addition to providing aircrews, the 17th's position
as the only flying unit in the 616th MAG required it to furnish its own admin,
scheduling, and duty personnel, mission planners, mission commanders, dropzone officers, and even squadron cleanup personnel. Moreover, for the first ten months
of the year the 17th detailed highly qualified aircraft commanders to serve as MAC
Supervisor of Flying, eight hours per day, seven days per week. During the first six
months of the year, the squadron had to provide its own simulator instructors due to a
shortage of qualified personnel at McChord AFB. The unit also augmented the
Elmendorf ALCC during periods of increased activity. Operation COLD ROTE, a
command-directed Arctic training program for CONUS aircrews, required the full-time
services of a 17th instructor pilot during October, November, and December.
In addition to supporting these programs, 17th aircrews regularly put in nearmaximum crew duty days while flying the tine. The average sortie length was less than
1.6 hours, and the average crew could expect to fly from four to six sorties per day.
Special missions and exercises required every able-bodied crewmember. Examples of
this ail-out activity were JACK FROST '76, which required squadron crews to fly as many
as four and five times per week throughout January; a special Shemya resupply
contingency operation which required up to eight crews from the squadron daily for
five days; and an emergency evacuation of Galena Airport during the spring

thaw and resulting flood, which was of such gravity that some crew rest was waived for
initial crews. JACK FROST '76 presented special problems in manning, due to the fact
that the 17th was charged with operation of the Joint Tactical Unit Operations Center for
itself and three TDY C-130 units from the CONUS. This required around-the-clock
scheduling and duty personnel for a full month, and saw these personnel successfully
handling all briefing and scheduling requirements for as many as fifteen aircrews per day.
Other manning problems developed during the year in the form of shortages in
individual crew positions. At various times the squadron was performing its full mission in
the face of heavy temporary losses from illness, schools, leaves, and qualification
programs. These losses hit hardest at the flight engineers and navigators, but all crew
positions were affected to some extent. Relief was gained in some cases through the
borrowing of required personnel from other C-130 units in the CONUS.
Training requirements presented the Firebirds with major but not insurmountable
problems. Unlike CONUS units, the 17th locally upgrades almost all personnel, including
aircraft commanders and instructors. Further, the squadron was engaged during the last
half of the year in upgrading all crewmembers to fully tactically qualified status; this was in
itself a tremendous toad since a third of all crewmembers were not so qualified at midyear. Normal currency requirements, such as instrument approaches, were accomplished
on line missions as much as possible. Because of valid operational requirements to
employ actual assault techniques when landing at remote strips, many short-field
requirements were also completed on line sorties. The few unilateral training missions
were devoted to upgrades in most cases, but even these occasionally fell behind due to
unseasonably bad weather which caused cancellation of more than half of all airdrop
missions

Cape Romanzof AFS. The runway has no overruns, sharp dropoffs at
each end, and is paralleled on the left by a 200-foot ravine. Only 3900
feet long, with very little slope, and with no go-around, this field is
considered by many Firebird pilots to be the most difficult of all the
remote strips. Such fields provide ample opportunity for 17th pilots to
accomplish assault landing requirements.
during the last quarter of the year. Additional challenges resulted from the extremely long
hours of daylight during the summer months, which effectively prevented accomplishment
of most night requirements. Even so, the squadron training program produced a record
number of upgrades and an extremely high rate of continuation training completion.
Schedulers were faced with a special set of problems even in normal operations.
Since only certain types of training could be accomplished on line missions, care had
to be exercised in assigning crews needing other than routine currency requirements.
This situation was made even more

complicated by intricate theater orientation and checkout programs -- each
aircraft commander must receive no fewer than nine strip checks to specific
airfields, seven of which must be with an instructor, prior to being cleared
for unrestricted theater operations. Each of these checks requires that an
instructor be "borrowed" from his own crew, thus creating additional utilization problems. Fortunately, most squadron pilots were aircraft-commander
qualified, with the average pilot-in-command having almost 2,000 hours.
This made the 17th one of the most experienced squadrons in MAC, and
did much to aid flexibility in scheduling while still maintaining highly
qualified aircrews on all missions.
New pilots in the squadron learned quickly that thorough knowledge of
aircraft systems and operating procedures was an absolute necessity when
transiting remote airfields. In many instances, crews repaired their own
airplanes with minimum assistance from home station. This was important
when considering that every piece of repair equipment for an airplane
immobilized at a remote site was required to be flown out from Elmendorf,
using sorties which were badly needed for mission accomplishment. There
were countless occasions on which crews used their extensive knowledge of
the C-130 to prevent malfunctions or to effect safe flights home with
potentially grounding problems. Maintenance problems, even at home station,
could have gotten out of hand without the excellent working relationship
which existed during 1976 between 17th aircrews and their non-MAC maintenance forces. Without MAC maintenance, the 17th has carefully developed
workable and effective communications with Alaskan Air Command C-130
maintenance. Aircrew members have conscientiously tried to work with

maintenance to the greatest extent possible, and 1976 marked the emergence
of an atmosphere of high mutual respect and ready cooperation. This has
paid off handsomely throughout the year in extremely high 0/R rates and
resulting mission accomplishment.
Though the difficulties during the year were great, they only served
to reinforce the Firebirds' pride in their squadron and their mission.
Skill, knowledge, and determination of 17th aircrews made safe mission
accomplishment a way of life. It is fitting that among the Firebirds' most
treasured trophies is the prestigious Bob Reeve Award, given yearly to the
Air Force unit contributing the most to aviation in Alaska. The 17th has
won this award four times, and here, in the most aviation-conscious state
in the nation, it symbolizes the squadron spirit more than any other single
item. Most importantly, the Firebirds do not use their demanding mission
and unique problems as crutches; to the contrary, these are regarded as
even more reason to perform in the positive and professional manner expected
of the finest squadron in the Military Airlift Command. The Firebirds are
more than willing to match their accomplishments in 1976 against anyone.

MANAGEMENT

Faced with a varied and demanding mission, the 17th TAS made the most
efficient use of its very limited resources during 1976. Recognizing that sound
management was the key to success, the squadron developed and used
a comprehensive and highly effective system to insure that each asset human and materiel - was most productively employed. The key concept in
this system was coordination, both vertically - from the squadron commander
through the operations officer to the section and individual crewmembersand horizontally among the sections responsible for the key areas of
training, scheduling, standardization, and safety. Each echelon and section
made certain that the others were aware of its activities, and most problems
were forestalled before they could affect mission accomplishment. Such
timely communications enabled the commander, operations officer, and staff
to direct employment of squadron resources with a minimum of conflict and
a maximum of efficiency.

First Sergeant looks
on as Commander
reviews crew utilization
statistics with squadron
ops specialist.

SCHEDULING

Perhaps more directly than any other managerial activity, scheduling is responsible
for the maximum utilization of limited resources. Working in close concert with the
training section, 17th schedulers,
under

the direction of Capt Terry

Wokaty, meshed the realities of
mission requirements with the
limitations of
flying time allocations and the
needs of training.
The 17th has always given
maximum emphasis to the
scheduling function, realizing that
mission accomplishment and
aircrew morale are directly related
to scheduling effectiveness.
Captain Wokaty ponders the current
week’s flying schedule.
By carefully matching aircrews and, frequently, individual crewmembers with specific
missions, 17th schedulers have been able to satisfy the wide variety of requests levied
on the squadron, even during surge conditions.
Crucial to this process is the Firebird scheduling policy of giving all possible
consideration to crewmembers1 needs and preferences. This is vitally important in
allowing individuals to plan their time so as to resolve personal conflicts as they arise,
and before they can impact on mission capability. This policy has contributed
immeasurably to mission

accomplishment by increasing aircrew morale and individual productivity.
It has also permitted many squadron members to pursue formal and professional education programs, as well as career broadening activities.
In accordance with MAC directives, the 17th employed the integral
crew system during 1976 to maximum extent and benefit possible. Despite
conflicting training requirements, illnesses, last-minute add-on missions,
and a variety of other adverse factors, the squadron has flown integral
crews on over 90% of missions requiring them. Additionally, since starting
30-day advance firm scheduling of eligible aircrews, the 17th has been 100%
effective in this important category, far surpassing the 50% required.
Indicative of overall scheduling effectiveness, the Firebird firm schedule
reliability rate was 97%, again considerably exceeding the MAC norm of
75%.
The following statistics amplify 17th scheduling activities; current
figures indicate that line assigned crewmembers will average the following
flying times per man per month during the coming year.

PROJECTED AVERAGE MONTHLY FLYING TIME
CREW POSITION

HOURS

All Pilots
Aircraft Commanders
Co-Pilots
Navigators
Flight Engineers
Loadmasters

34.1
32.8
35.3
36.9
35.6
33.4

CREW AVERAGE

34.8

TRAINING

Training is a vital part of the operation of every MAC airlift squadron.
In the realm of flying training, the squadron is responsible for a wide
range of activities, not the least of which is ensuring completion of normal
continuation requirements. This task is made considerably more complex
by the special theater check-out program, which requires strip checks for
new aircraft commanders into nine extremely hazardous airfields. Also,
some aircraft commanders are short-field qualified tactical copilots. Some
instructors are not qualified tactical aircraft commanders. Navigators,
copilots, and loadmasters can fall
into similar categories. Although
outwardly nonstandard, these varying degrees of qualification are
essential to the performance of the unit
mission; this flexibility allows maximum
utilization of very limited resources by
maintaining each individual at the
highest qualification possible,
commensurate with demonstrated
ability and experience. The 17th
training office, under Captain Gordon
Mills, has accomplished an
outstanding job in keeping each

Training OIC, Captain Mills, contemplates
the coming month’s training requirements.

crewmember current and qualified in the face of this complicated but necessary
system, to the extent that all annual training requirements were completed

by the third week in December.
The squadron training section also must monitor aircrew upgrades.
Unlike CONUS units, which can utilize centralized formal training programs,
the 17th is responsible for upgrading the vast majority of its own personnel. During
1976, only one pilot attended the formal instructor pilot upgrade course at Little Rock,
white all other upgrades were conducted locally. This inability to use formal courses was
largely due to the continuing demands of mission accomplishment -- an individual in a
local upgrade program can still be used in his primary crew position when needed.
Other factors that weighed against the use of centralized schools included an already
established squadron upgrade program, the geographical separation of the unit from the
formal schools, and a lack of TDY funds. The bicentennial year saw a total of 49
upgrades within the squadron, broken down as follows:
3 SEFE Pilots
2 Instructor Pilots
4 Lead Pilots
5 Airland Aircraft Commanders
5 Tactical Aircraft Commanders
6 Tactical Copilots
2 SEFE Navigators

5 Instructor Navigators
3 Tactical Navigators
2 SEFE Flight Engineers
2 Instructor Flight Engineers
1 Phase II Flight Engineer
3 SEFE Loadmasters
6 Instructor Loadmasters

This astonishing total was performed by the 17th TAS with an average strength
of less than 80 crewmembers.
In addition to continuation training and upgrades, the 17th must also
provide instructors and training support for other programs. During the
first six months of 1976, the squadron supplied its own line instructor
pilots to instruct unit crews receiving the simulator refresher course at
McChord AFB. For the first two and a half months of the year, the squadron

also loaned an instructor pilot and instructor loadmaster on a full-time
basis to the 176th Tactical Airlift Group of the Alaska Air National Guard,
which was in the process of converting from C-123’s to C-130E's.
The squadron ground training section was also busy scheduling regular
classroom sessions for all crewmembers to insure that the 57 items listed
on the MACARMS 40 report were properly accomplished. The training office
has infused considerable vigor into this program by drawing on the vast
reservoir of knowledge and experience contained within the unit's
personnel themselves. Prepackaged slide presentations were supplemented
by informal but highly informative briefings by crewmembers with particular expertise in the areas under discussion. Systems briefings for pilots
and engineers, for example, often become lively participative discussions
wherein even inexperienced personnel gain a remarkably comprehensive
understanding of even the most difficult systems.
Ground training also involves scheduling personnel for such activities
as Human Relations, Young Officer Orientation, Certification Boards, and
various theater requirements, including Arctic Survival School and Arctic
Orientation briefings. Recently a new activity was added to the ground
training section when the base instrument school proved to be inadequate
for squadron needs because of its orientation toward single-seat aircraft
and helicopters. The squadron Stan/Eval section organized an instrument
refresher course tailored specifically to the needs of the 17th, and
staffed it with unit instructors. This course has already earned high marks
from squadron crewmembers who have participated in it, and may be expanded
to include crewmembers from the local C-130 rescue squadron.

Both flight training and ground training have come to rely heavily on the MACARMS system,
which was introduced to the squadron on 15 September 1976. The training office worked
long and hard to transfer the mass of data from the outmoded grease boards to the
computer. This effort
was spearheaded by 1st
Lieutanant Don Munsey,
who developed, within days,
into the unit MACARMS
specialist. After only two
weeks of transition, the
obsolete grease boards
came down, despite
difficulties including an ORI,
frequent remote terminal
problems, no regular clerical
help, and an extensive flying
First Lieutenant Don Munsey

schedule.

Although a vast improvement over the previous manual system, MACARMS
required considerable modification to suit the 17th's varying needs.
"Canned" programs, designed with a normal CONUS unit in mind, often failed
to produce desired data when faced with nonstandard tactical requirements,
special crew qualifications, and a unit mission which placed primary
emphasis on operational accomplishments. Lt. Munsey assessed the squadron's

needs and undertook to rewrite or modify the standard programs to provide
more useable data for the 17th while maintaining compatibility with other
MACARMS users. Most of these modifications were completed within 90 days
of implementation; some have proven so useful that they have been recommended to other units by higher headquarters. This accomplishment is all
the more remarkable when considering that the squadron's MACARMS equipment consists of a single outmoded Burroughs remote keyboard terminal on
loan from base data processing. The standard MACARMS cathode ray tube
terminal has not yet arrived.
During the last few months of 1976, the 17th training office was
deeply involved with a special project — COLD ROTE. This program was
directed by General Carlton to provide cold-weather training and actual
Arctic operating experience for CONUS C-130 aircrews. Weeks of effort and
planning resulted in a well-organized and thoroughly professional program,
almost exclusively constructed and administered by the squadron. A staff
of several Firebird instructor pilots, headed by Capts Bob Dalton and
Don Bowers, distilled the accumulated Arctic expertise of 15 years into
a two-week school featuring prepared brochures, concentrated ground training, detailed slide presentation, and considerable actual hands-on
experience in Arctic conditions.
Implemented on 1 October, COLD ROTE has proven highly successful as
the only program of its kind in MAC. Every second Monday, two crews and
a C-130 from a CONUS unit arrive for this unique school. After a full day
of classroom briefings and orientations, each crew alternates in flying
missions to various Alaskan airfields under the supervision of highly-

experienced 17th TAS instructor pilots. Squadron schedulers work closely
with the training office to insure that COLD ROTE crews see a wide
variety of challenging missions, including several sorties into the famous
"one-way runways," at which the visiting crews have ample opportunity to
test their skill and knowledge against the most difficult and hazardous
airfields in the world. During 1976, 12 "lower 48" aircrews participated
in COLD ROTE; 16 more will do so before the program's seasonal end on
15 April. Current plans are for COLD ROTE to become a permanent part of
the squadron's winter operations. It has already proven to be a valuable
and timely contribution to the accomplishment of the MAC mission, and will
undoubtedly continue to be so in the future.

STANDARDIZATION/EVALUATION
Charged with maintaining the high standards representative of the best in MAC, the 17th
TAS Stan/Eval section administered an aggressive and comprehensive quality-control
program within the squadron during 1976. Stan/Eval was also frequently engaged outside
the squadron on higher-headquarters-directed tasks requiring the specialized expertise
which only the Firebirds could provide.
The 17th Stan/Eval
section insured highly
qualified aircrews
through an intensive
no-notice check ride
program. While MAC
directives required a
minimum 20% no-notice
rate, 17th figures
averaged between 40%
and 50% throughout

Capt. James Taylor, Chief of Stan/Eval, records
“no-notice” check ride results.

the year. The squadron
Stan/Eval philosophy was, and still is, that no-notice evaluations give a far more
accurate picture of the quality of the force than do standard, scheduled checks.
Other policies designed to maintain the highest attainable aircrew
performance level were the squadron "first-of-the-week" boldface procedure
testing and no-notice spot testing. Throughout the year, each crewmember
was tested on his position's emergency procedures before his first flight of

each week, insuring maximum crew awareness of critical knowledge areas.
In addition, crewmembers were selected at random for no-notice spot testing on systems knowledge, operating procedures, and command and local
directives. These programs helped to identify at the earliest possible
moment any problem areas or trends which may require additional emphasis,
or which dictated modifications in the various training programs.
Above and beyond its normal functions, the section was involved in
several out-of-squadron projects. In conjunction with operational exercises involving TDY support, 17th Stan/Eval was charged with performing
drop-zone surveys and with insuring compliance with theater directives
by visiting crews. To further enhance MAC's worldwide capability, the
section monitored COLD ROTE, the squadron's cold-weather training program
for CONUS C-130 aircrews. Because of Alaska's unique theater requirements, Stan/Eval initiated an in-house pilot/navigator instrument refresher
course to replace the base program, which was not adequately preparing
squadron crewmembers for the requirements of MAC operations in Alaska.
Another important part of Stan/Evals out-of-squadron activities was
its key role in the 22AF Airfield Certification Program. Because of the
extreme hazards at nine Alaskan airfields served by MAC aircraft, all
pilots operating into these fields now require individual strip checks from
qualified instructors, conducted in accordance with procedures developed
by the 17th.

INSPECTIONS
The true measurement of any unit's management effectiveness must include formal inspection results. In this area, the Firebirds compiled
an enviable record during 1976, passing three major inspections within
five months. These visits were the first MAC inspections of the unit
since its incorporation into the command in early 1975, and represented
much more than the results would indicate.
The transition to MAC policies and procedures placed great demands
on the 17th -- much more so than on CONUS C-130 units because of the
Firebirds' Alaskan Air Command heritage and unique mission. Additionally,
the 17th simultaneously underwent its first aircraft conversion since its
activation in 1961, giving up its veteran C-130A's, D's, and D-6's for the
newer E-model, most of whose systems and operations procedures bore little
resemblance to those of its older cousins. It was a tribute to the inherent professionalism and spirit of the 17th that the potentially disruptive
transitions to new airplanes and a new command were accomplished very
quickly and with but imperceptible impact on the unit mission.
As 1976 dawned, the 17th TAS Firebirds were an integral part of MAC,
proudly and professionally carrying the MAC standard to new honors.
During 1976, the squadron helped make MAC the backbone of all military
operations in Alaska, forging the most efficient and effective military
airlift system in the history of the theater. Accordingly, the 17th is
extremely proud of its first-ever MAC inspection results, which officially
recognized the strong and productive relationship between the Firebirds
and the Military Airlift Command.

COMPLIANCE AND ASSISTANCE VISITS
Inspecting Agency: HQ 22AF/DOX
Inspecting Agency: HQ 22AF/DOX
Inspecting Agency: HQ 22AF/DOX
Dates: 16-20 May 1976
Purpose: To confirm compliance with MAC directives and policies, and
to provide assistance as required.
Results: This was the squadron's first format inspection under MAC.
The unit was cited by inspectors for its "can-do" attitude and thoroughly professional approach
to its mission. The squadron safety program was noted to be commendable, and the nonotice evaluation program was rated excellent. The tracking, documentation, and utilization of
currency items (without the benefit of MACARMS) was adjudged outstanding.
AIRCREW STANDARDIZATION/EVALUATION TEAM VISIT (ASET)
Inspecting Agency: HQ MAC/DOVF
Dates: 14 - 19 August 1976
Purpose: To accomplish a command-directed, in-depth evaluation of
aircrew personnel, supervisors, and the overall standardization program.
Overall Rating: Satisfactory
Remarks: This was the first ASET visit in MAC to be conducted under
the "new-look" concept of evaluating line aircrews as the primary measure of
standardization/evaluation effectiveness. The 17th received the highest rating given to any
unit evaluated under the new criteria in 1976.
OPERATIONAL READINESS/MANAGEMENT EFFECTIVENESS INSPECTIONS
Inspecting Agency: HQ MAC/IG

Dates: 19-29 September 1976
Purpose: To verify the combat readiness and overall effectiveness
and efficiency of the 17th TAS.
Overall Rating: Satisfactory
Remarks: This inspection was conducted under recently-developed
criteria (MACR 123-25 (TEST), March 1976) under which satisfactory has been
the highest overall rating received by an inspected unit. The areas of
Deployment Reliability and Aircrew Testing were rated outstanding. The
night heavy-equipment/CDS drops and scored landings were accomplished
despite the fact that the squadron had not flown any night tactical missions
during the previous three months due to the long hours of Alaskan summer
daylight.

PERSONNEL
The heart and lifeblood of any unit is its people -- the individuals whose personal
interest and efforts determine success or failure of the organization as a whole. The
people of the 17th, though relatively few in number, gave of themselves during 1976 to
an extent unmatched in MAC. With only 79 aircrew members and a half dozen
administrative personnel, the Firebirds compiled a record worthy of far larger units.
That the 17th accomplished its mission, and accomplished it in a truly outstanding
manner, has already been documented. To detail the countless number and importance
of individual sacrifices would require much more than is available here. Perhaps,
though, a few typical instances can partly convey the depth and degree of squadron
spirit, and give an insight into the individual and collective nature of what it meant to be
a Firebird during 1976. Being a Firebird was:
— Getting back from a 16-hour crew day at midnight and showing up in
the office at 0730 the next morning because there was work to be done;
-- Donating weekends to local charities during the summer, when other
people were fishing and camping;
-- Volunteering for holiday alert so somebody else could take leave;
-- Pushing pallets in the 30-below-zero cold with the whole crew;
-- Feeling more than a little proud when the squadron was mentioned in
the newspaper or on the radio;
-- Picking up a scrap of trash in the hall because it didn't look good;
-- Going to squadron parties because the people you worked with were
also your friends;
— Being weathered in at a remote site and sleeping on cots

-- Making an extra seat for someone going home on leave;
-- Making a special effort to say hello to a new arrival;
-- Working after hours in the office and keeping one eye on the clock
to get finished before crew rest started;
-- Helping the crew chief refuel the airplane;
-- Picking up extra sorties after finishing your original mission;
-- Putting on your fatigues and helping your crew clean up the squadron;
-- Making passengers comfortable on an uncomfortable airplane;
-- Spending a few extra minutes after each flight to make sure the
airplane was clean;
-- Having some of the squadron bachelors over for dinner;
-- Silently watching the Northern Lights on a crystalline midwinter
night from five miles up;
-- Going to sleep satisfied that you'd put in a full, productive day.

ARCTIC VILLAGE CHRISTMAS AIRLIFT

One of the highlights of the year for
Firebird personnel is the annual
Arctic Village Christmas Airlift.
Indicative of the 17th's determination
to continually strive for the
best, the 1976 airlift was the
most successful to date.
Headed by Capt Jerry Vining,
the well-publicized collection
drive, conducted this year in partnership with the Elmendorf NCO Association, amassed more
than 5,700 pounds of toys, food, clothing, and durable goods for the impoverished Native
settlement of Arctic Village, 130 miles above the Arctic Circle in the foothills of the rugged
Brooks Range. Firebird personnel gave many hours of planning and collection work to insure
the success of the traditional Christmas
endeavor. Appeals for contribution were
made in base publications, local
newspapers, and over several radio and
television stations. With help from the
616th Aerial Port Squadron, the
mountain of donations was sorted and
palletized for airlift in a 17th aircraft manned
by a volunteer crew.

The collected gifts were
delivered on 17 December in a
Firebird C-130 piloted by Lt
Col Robert Shellenberger,
Squadron Commander, and
accompanied by Capt Vining
and a party of 17th TAS personnel.
Highlight of the operation was
the visit from Santa Claus,
played very convincingly by 1st Lt Don Munsey, during which dozens of gifts were distributed
to Native children whose Christmas was immeasurably brightened by the friendship of their
fellow Alaskans.
Begun several years ago by the Firebirds as a way to show some small measure
of gratitude to their adopted land, the
project has come to mean much more to
unit personnel than the simple giving of
gifts. It has become, instead, a strong
and unshakable link of friendship and
concern between the Firebirds and their
neighbors on the Last Frontier, and a
symbol of the Firebirds' deep commitment
of service to their country and their
fellow men.

SAFETY
Without safety of operations and personnel, other accomplishments, no matter how
great, are of little consequence. Because of its mission and operating environment, the
17th TAS has developed a safety program second to none. On a daily basis, the Firebirds
faced hazards during 1976 which other MAC units saw only rarely, if at all. Icy runways,
below-zero temperatures, unimproved submarginal airfields, nonstandard approaches in
nonradar environments, widespread mountainous terrain -- all these and many other
hazards were the rule rather than the exception for the 17th crews. Off-duty pursuits in
Alaska also presented a staggering array of safety problems for Firebird personnel. The
many outdoor enthusiasts in the squadron, for example, engaged in activities

Indian Mountain AFS. The upper half of the runway presents the pilot with a 12%
slope -- the steepest runway currently used by Air Force aircraft anywhere in the
world. On takeoff roll, rates of descent of up to 1700 feet per minute are normal
before rotation.

ranging from skiing and snowmobiling to private flying, wilderness camping, fishing,
hunting, and mountain climbing, with each activity possessing inherent dangers.
Against such a background, the 17th Safety Office, directed by Capt Charles Carter
and later by Capt Jim Nicolaus, developed and administered an aggressive, innovative,
and extremely effective series of programs to insure safety in all areas. With the
conviction that all accidents were preventable with sound management and effective
communications, the squadron safety staff placed the highest possible emphasis on
safety awareness by all personnel, and on insuring that the commander and his staff
were kept constantly informed of all safety-related developments. Important aspects of
the overall safety program included:
Newcomers' Orientation
Shortly after his arrival in the 17th, every new member receives a thorough briefing on
the commander's safety policy. The newcomer is acquainted with the hazards inherent in
the many recreational opportunities available in Alaska, and is made aware of the special
driving dangers associated with the Alaskan environment and the intensely crowded
traffic on local streets and highways. Additionally, aircrew members receive a complete
familiarization briefing on flying hazards unique to Alaska and the Anchorage area prior to
their first flight. To insure the continuing viability of the program, newcomers are shown in
detail how the hazard reporting system works, and who to contact for the fastest possible
action on pressing problems.
Monthly Flying Safety Meetings
Recognizing the increased need for individual safety awareness in Alaska, the safety
staff has developed the monthly flying safety meeting into an enjoyable, interesting,

and highly effective medium for promoting total squadron participation in the safety
program. Meetings during 1976 featured informative and relevant films from many
different sources, guest speakers from such various agencies as the flight surgeon, FAA,
weather, and base air traffic control facilities. Frequent briefings on accident reports
highlighted the absolute necessity for safety consciousness. Of special interest and
effectiveness during the meetings were appearances by local civilian pilots with
acknowledged north-country experience. These individuals also gave squadron crews an
insight into the procedures and techniques used by the operators of the more than 5,000
light planes based in the immediate vicinity of Anchorage and Elmendorf
Safety Committee
Meeting quarterly, the safety staff assists the commander and key personnel in
reviewing the unit's safety record and identifying possible problem areas. This committee
was responsible for numerous FCIF items and local policies designed to forestall
accidents and maintain peak mission capability.
Cold Weather Orientation
Winter in Alaska creates an environment in which every crewmember must understand
the hazards involved in daily operations, both of a personal and a professional nature. To
insure that all aircrews are fully familiar with cold weather procedures and techniques, the
squadron safety office supervises an extensive pre-winter briefing prior to the official
beginning of winter operations on 1 October. This orientation is undoubtedly the most
comprehensive of its kind in MAC, employing a multi-media presentation with

almost two hundred carefully chosen color slides, charts, posters, and diagrams. The briefing
is conducted by highly qualified instructors from the squadron, base life support, and base
weather, and emphasizes group participation and free flow of ideas among crewmembers
with pertinent personal experiences or expertise. This program is so highly regarded that
personnel from other units often attend.
Strip Check Program
Because of the extremely hazardous nature of some airfields into which the 17th
operates, complete familiarization of new pilots with each field's unique requirements is
mandatory. Each new aircraft commander, whether locally upgraded or newly arrived, must
be strip checked into seven marginal and submarginal locations before being allowed to
operate into them as pilot in command. The Firebird strip check program also applies to all
visiting C-130 crews -- a 17th instructor must administer a full strip check for all non-17th
crews on their first visit to one of the seven remote sites.
While MAC regulations require only the use of a previously-checked aircraft commander
to administer such a check, the 17th insures maximum possible safety and familiarity by
employing only qualified instructor pilots to oversee these critically important missions. (Two
additional airports, Adak NS and Wainwright AAF, are strip-checked using aircraft
commanders.) Prior to his strip check, the new aircraft commander is given a thorough
briefing on the field or fields to be visited, with special emphasis on the unique hazards
involved at each. These briefings include study of large-scale maps, approach plates, slides
and pictures,

and the Site Survey Book, as well as personalized coverage of special techniques. The actual
approach and landing are conducted in such a way that the new pilot becomes totally familiar
with the runway, surrounding terrain, landing illusions, and frequently encountered local
weather phenomena. Terrain familiarization is especially important at the remote stations,
since five sites are served only by nonstandard NDB approaches terminating in long
contact/visual finals. On these approaches, the runway may not be visible under some
conditions until less than two miles from touchdown even in relatively good weather. Strip
check procedures emphasize that all factors be taken into account by the pilot, and that the
approach be discontinued any time doubt exists as to safety. Special procedures are discussed
for Tatalina AFS, which has no instrument approach whatever, and must be reached
VFR after completing the approach at McGrath, eleven miles north. The strip check program
has been well worth the extra effort it entails -- no strip-checked pilot, 17th or otherwise, has
ever had an accident at any of the sites involved.

Cape Lisburne AFS, on the Arctic Ocean 650 NM northwest of Elmendorf.

Remote Site Survey
This unique program is designed to provide flight crews with the latest possible
information on conditions at isolated airfields. It has functioned admirably as a forum for
exchange among aircrews of detailed information on remote strips where standard
descriptions and publications have proven largely inadequate. Each crew scheduled to
operate into an airfield covered by the Survey must check the latest report on its
destination during the pre-mission briefing. On landing at the field, the aircraft
commander completes a detailed questionnaire on facilities,
runway conditions, seasonal hazards, and any other pertinent items which he feels could
affect safe and efficient operations. On return from such missions, survey forms are
reviewed within 24 hours by the operations officer and safety staff, and then placed in a
special FCIF binder for aircrew use. Items requiring corrective action are handled
immediately through command channels, while less urgent conditions are publicized to
aircrews through crew meetings, FCIF entries, and the Survey book itself.
These reports have been extremely effective and accurate because they reflect
firsthand information gathered by crews familiar with the airfields and readily able to
identify even the most subtle hazards. The Remote Site Survey has proven to be an
invaluable adjunct of the safety program, and was highly commended by inspectors
during both the ASET visit and the Operational Readiness Inspection.
The ultimate measure of a safety program, and of a squadron's collective safety
consciousness, is its accident record. In this area, the 17th stood during 1976 at the
forefront of all MAC units. The Firebirds experienced no flying accidents, major or

experienced no flying accidents, major or minor, and had no ground accidents
chargeable to crew or supervisory negligence. (Two minor ground aircraft accidents
were reported by the 17th during the year; one was directly caused by equipment failure,
and the other resulted when a civilian light aircraft at a small, uncontrolled airport taxied
into a parked C-130.) The squadron also experienced two ground incidents during its
thousands of sorties, neither of which involved personal injury.
In the all-important category of motor-vehicle accidents, the 17th finished the year
without a single accident involving either privately-owned or government vehicles. This is
a truly remarkable record, especially considering the extreme climatic conditions and
badly overcrowded road system in Alaska and the Anchorage area. Additionally, the
Firebirds recorded no military disabling accidents during 1976. In any estimation,
the safety record of the 17th TAS must be considered no less than outstanding.

17th Safety Officer Capt Jim Nicolaus displays one of the squadron's many safety
awards.

RESOURCES CONSERVATION/SUGGESTIONS
The 17th TAS maintains a strong and active resource conservation program. Since
July of 1976, unit personnel have submitted actions totaling more than $43,000 in this
area, exceeding by more than 25% the squadron's annual goal of $34,000. In so doing,
the 17th became the first unit in the 616th MAG to meet and exceed its assigned goal.
The squadron has also done well with its suggestion program, with the number of
awards in 1976 equaling 60% of the total number of suggestions submitted. In 1976,
Firebirds received one certificate award and two cash awards, with one additional
suggestion having received preliminary approval.

HOUSEKEEPING
As a tenant unit on Elmendorf, the 17th is not involved in some areas of
housekeeping required of other MAC organizations. The squadron does not, for
instance, have a barracks or dormitory for unit personnel. This is due in part to the
squadron's small size, but mainly reflects the fact that less than a half dozen Firebird
enlisted personnel live in dormitories. Such enlisted and NCO members as do reside in
bachelor quarters are interspersed among various facilities, and organized inspections
specifically of 17th personnel are not conducted.
The squadron's primary housekeeping task was the upkeep of the unit operations
facility, which occupies a portion of Building 11-570, a large hangar constructed during
World War II. The squadron cleanup procedure deserves special note. Faced with a
lack of funds to underwrite janitoria1 services, squadron personnel undertook the job
themselves. Every Friday, a cleanup brigade conducted a thorough policing and
detailed cleaning of the entire assigned area. This detail, which rotated among flights,
was composed entirety of aircrew members, and was in addition to daily policing. On
special occasions, such as after parties or particularly busy exercises, a larger, allvolunteer force restored the area to top condition. One weekend e/en featured a
massive work party, resulting in a new coat of paint for the entire squadron. Keeping the
17th's area attractive and well-organized was a point of special pride to the Firebirds,
and favorably impressed many visiting dignitaries attracted by the unit's unique
mission, including Lt Gen Boswell, Alaskan Air Command Commander, and Maj Gen
Aldrich, 22AF Commander.
During 1976, a major renovation of the squadron area was conceived

and begun by unit personnel. 1st Lt Scott
Alien was directly responsible for planning,
blueprinting, and finally executing this
extensive self-help project, which was
necessary to adequately house the newlyacquired MACARMS terminal and ISD
learning center. To maximize results, he
carefully coordinated his efforts with the
various operating sections and devised a
complete restructuring of the operations
area floor plan. His professionally
accomplished blueprints were commended
and formally approved by the Base Civil

Lt Allen at work on the unit’s selfhelp remodeling project.

Engineer, who noted that the project's
self-help nature prevented a year-and-a-half delay which would have been necessary
if regular civil engineering personnel had been used.

The Commander shows
the unit's newest arrival
Alaskan terrain over
which the 17th flies.
Background typifies
squadron working areas
which prompted Maj.
Gen. Aldrich's favorable
comment on
housekeeping.

The new floor plan incorporates positive-management concepts to the new operations
section arrangement. This carefully designed plan will greatly enhance interaction between the
important scheduling and training sections, and will improve inter-office communications as well
as remove much of the operations area from the flow of traffic necessitated by the
nature of the building itself. Distractions will be reduced, available space will be more
ideally used, and the efficiency of the pivotal training-scheduling area will be much
improved.

CONCLUSION
Entering the Bicentennial Year a newcomer to the Military Airlift Command, the 17th
Tactical Airlift Squadron lost no time in emerging from its relative obscurity to earn the
recognition and respect of its new "family." Frequently operating at or near surge
capacity, the common, unifying goal of squadron personnel was simple but effective: do
the mission, do it safely, and do it best. The record shows that, against odds which
would have overcome a lesser unit, the Firebirds unquestionably lived up to their credo.
Combining the concise guidance and proven concepts of the Military Airlift Command
with their own dedication, experience, and spirit, the Firebirds during 1976 forged
themselves into a thoroughly professional and powerfully effective organization. There is
no doubt but that they will continue to provide a worthy example for their countrymen
as the nation enters its third century, serving in the way they know best, as the finest
airlift squadron in the Military Airlift Command.

